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CHAPrER I 
INTRODUCTION 
For many years elementary teachers have heard the general complaint o f  
secondary school teachers that students come to those grades unable to 
read or study effectively. · S imilar comments have been heard at the 
college elvel concerning high school graduates. As a result many 
. 
colleges have -·offered courses designed to improve study techniques. 
Research has shown that students who undergo how-to-study skills courses 
have better academic achievement than those who do not. However, the 
.. ,�, . 
preponderance of thi s  research has been accomplished at the colleg� 
level. My preliminary inquiry led me to. believe the research done at 
the elementary-junior high level had been both limited and in most cases 
inadequate. 
Can it also be stated that since the results o f  research at the college 
level indicate that academic achievement is improved as a result o f  
the how-to-study skills courses that these results can be applied to 
the elementary-junior high school level? 
Many students in the elementary or junior high school do not achieve 
academically.  Could implementation of  how-to-study skills courses 
provide these students with the necessary tools wi th which to achieve? 
I. THE PROBLEM 
-----
Statement o f  the Problem.  It  is the purpose o f  this study to do the 
----- - ----
1 
2 
following: (1) to compare the academic achievement gains of students, 
in the same school setting, taking this particular how-to-study sk8lls 
course with students not taking it. (2) to provide the justification 
· necessary to implement the how-to-study skills course into the Oblong 
Junior High School curriculum if the results can be applied. 
Research Hypothesis. The amount of increase between pre-test and post-
test scores will be greater for the experimental group receiving the 
study skills course, than the amount of increase displayed by the 
control group as measured by pre-test and post-test scores on the S.R.A. 
achievement test. 
� Hypothesis. There will be no significant difference in the increase 
of the scores shown by the experimental and the control group based on 
pre-test post-test results as measured by the S.R.A. achievement test. 
II. IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY 
As mentioned in the introduction, the research accomplished at the 
elementary-junior high level on the effect of how-to-study skills 
courses has been both limited and in most cases inadequate. 
There was some activity during the late 1940's and early 1950's in the 
development of how-to-study skills course� to be utilized at the 
elementary-junior high school level. As a ·review of the literature will 
illustrate, little has been done as of late to continue development of 
study skills courses at this particular school level. However, a fairly 
recent article may point to a significant change in content for elementary 
reading programs during the 1970's. 
• 
Hilton pointed out, "The improvement of reading instruction in the 
middle grades may be one of the most important developments in the �ears 
ahead."1 He suggested that reading programs in the middle grades will 
- be strengthened in part by the inclusion of content dealing with "read-
ing-etudy skills" or how to study more effectively. This change has 
been brought about because of the complexities of our modern age. Many 
students cannot deal successfully with their textbooks in the content 
subjects because those textbooks become more difficult than they used 
to be. As a result, several of the newer basal series have included 
substantial blocks of informational type content known as "reading-study 
aliills.112 ''Reading-study skills" have typically been a major part of 
how-to-study skills courses. 
The composition of most middle grade reading programs has been narrative 
material. I found no research to indicate why the change in content 
was made. 
There has been some evidence at the college level that students who have 
taken courses designed to improve study habits have increased academic 
effectiveness. 
If the results can be applied, then why wait until college to give these 
courses to students? Why not teach these skills to students at an 
1Ernest Hilton, "Some Notes on Strategy and Content for Elementary 
Reading Programs in the '70' s," .!.!!! Elementary School Journal, LXXI 
(April, 1971), P• 389. 
2Ibid., PP• 384-90. · -
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earlier age? Why allow students to go through twelve years of improper 
study habits and skills when this might be avoided at.a much earlier· 
date? If presented to students in the middle grades, or earlier, these 
skills could be developed and sophisticated by the time they entered 
college. It is hoped this study would test the applicability and 
validity of the use of how-to-study skills courses at the elementary-
junior high le.vel. 
III. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
It is a purpose of this study to test this particular study skills 
course on a group of Oblong Junior High students. If the results could 
be applied, the door will have been opened for future experiments in 
this area on a district-wide level. 
It. is realized that this experiment has limitations in the area of 
generalizations to a larger population. The size of the sample is in-
dicative of this. The experiment has been limited to the three sect�ons 
of 7th grade students at Oblong Junior High School. In all, seventy-two 
students are participants in this study. The experimental group con-
tained twenty-four students, or approximately one-third of the 7th 
grade class. Some ninety percent of all students received their section 
assignment at random during pre-registration the previous spring. 
The study was restricted by, but not totally limited to the study skills 
course Learn .!!2:!� Study, copyrighted by S.R.A. Intensive instruction 
was limited to three days per wee�, for nine weeks, forty-three minutes 
5 
per day. The instruction has been administered by the school guidance 
counselor. The post-test is to be administered two weeks after the 
completion date of the study•skills course. 
- The book by. Campbell and Stanley displayed a number of possible methods 
that would be effective in analyzing the results of this study.3 
It was decided to tell the students that t.he purpose of the course was 
to increase their grades, and if such did occur, this same course might 
become a regular part of the school curriculum. They did not realize 
that they and the remainder of the 7th grade class would again take the 
same S.R.A. test which was taken some three weeks prior to the beginning 
of th is course. 
A variable over which there was no control, was the effect the instructor 
had on the subjects. Was he the type of individual that affected �he 
scores? In other \IOrds, what would have more effect, the course or the 
instructor? This could be avoided in the future by having more than 
one group of experimental and control groups. 
In the literature to be reviewed, this writer was limited to the materials 
available at Eastern Illinois University library, Indiana State University 
library, Olney Community College, Lincoln Trail Community College, and 
personal resources as well as those of friends and associates. The 
3nonald T. Campbell and Julian c. Stanley, Experimental ,!!!.!! Quasi­
Experimental Designs .!2!: Research? (Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, 1969), 
PP• 25-29. 
6 
materials include reference books, textbooks, and periodicals from the 
above resources. 
IV. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 
��-Study Skills Courses. Throughout this paper the terms ''how-to­
study skills course�" w�;tl b� used to refer to those courses designed to 
improve study techniques. 
In th is study a specific course was used in instructing students at 
Oblong Junior High School. The title of this course was Learn How To 
--
Study and was published by Science Research Associates. When reference 
, has been made to this course, it shall be known as � particular 
study skills course. 
CHAPI'ER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
-------
The research specifically concerned with the effect of how-to-study 
skills courses has been both limited and in most cases inadequate. 
This was particularly true at the elementary school level. Of the 
literature examined by this writer, bow-to-study skills courses seemed 
to have been implemented around 1920. Only a brief summary of the work 
done on this subject will here be given. 
I. LITERATURE ON EVALUATION OF STUDY SKILLS COURSES 
- -
Blak.e
4 
conducted a survey in 1953 !llld reported that over ninety percent 
of the colleges in the United States offered some kind of a study 
skills course. He also found that ten percent of all the freshmen were 
required to take such a course. In most cases, however, these courses 
were offered only to select groups of students. 
In order to determine if students require the how-to-study courses 
there bas been considerable research during the last dozen years on 
study habit inventories. Although these inventories were in different 
stages of development, it has been determined by Brown5, Carter
6
,. 
4 . . Blake, w.s. Jr., "Study-Skills Programs," Journal of .!!.!.!.� Education. 
1955, 26, PP• 97-991 and 114. 
5 Brown, W.F. and Holtzman, W.H. "Study Attitude Questionnaire for Pre-
dicting. Academic Success," Journal .2.f Educational Psychology, 1955, 
�' PP• 75-84. 
6 Carter, Harold D., ''Methods of Learning as Factors in the Prediction 
of School Success," Journal .2.f Psychology. 1948, 26, pp. 249-258. 
7 
8 
Gough7, Holtzman8 , and Michae19 that these tests measured at tributes 
which were correlated with achievement. All basically agreed with the 
10 report of Carter : 
The results showed that students with good study habits w ill 
achieve better than those who do not have good study habits. 
The test is valid for the prediction of achievement. It 
reveals· consistent and reliable di fferences in the self 
reported study methods of good students as opposed to 
those who are unsuccessful in school. 
11 In his work study habit inventories and factor analyses, Carter · de-
termined t hat the tests brought out four principal variables. T'�ese 
variables were: 
1. Morale or self-confidence. 
2. Scholarly drive and values. 
3. Study mechanics. 
4. Tendency for getting work done. 
7Gough, H.G. "What Determines the Academic Achievement of High School 
Students." Jo ur nal .2.f Educational Research, 1953, _!§, pp. 321-331. 
8Hol�zman, W.H. and Brown, W. F., "Study Habits and Attitudes in Pre­
diction of Academic Success." American Psychologist, 1953, J!, p.369. 
9Michael, W.B. , and Reeder, D.E., "The Development and Validation of 
a Preliminary Form of a Study-Habit Inventory . " Educational!!.!!.!! Psy­
chological Measurement, 1952 , _g, PP• 236-247. 
10 Carter , 2.12• .£!!.• p. 258. 
11
car.ter, H.D., "Cross-Validation of a Study Methods Test." California 
Journal .2.f Edu cational Research, 1955, 6, PP• 32-38. 
/ 
• 
9 
Originally Carter thought that morale and scholarly drive were most 
important in achievement. Later work done by Carter12 and Chahbazi1� 
showed that study mechanics were more important than was felt at an 
earlier time. One reason why st udy mechanics were not studied closer 
was due to the fact that study mechanics were harder to measure. 
Eckert14 in his research showed that a slight improvement was found in 
those stud�nts who took a study skills course. McDonald15 reported 
that there was a.considerable amount of improvement in those students 
who took the study skills course . Wittenborn16 confirmed McDonald ' s  
research by reporting : 
A statistical summary of the scholastic records of the 
students who attended the summer term reading classes and 
all students attending showed gain . The students who showed 
the greatest "gain were those who attended most faithfully. 
12carter, H . .  D., ''Mechanics of Study Procedure." California Journal 21. 
Educational Research , 1958. _2, pp. &-13. 
l3Chahbazi , P., "Analysis of Cornel'.l Orientation Inventory Items of 
Study Habits and Their Relative Value in Prediction of College Achieve­
ment." Journal 21. Educational Research, .1957, .!2,!1 PP• 117-128. 
14Eckert, R.E. and Jones, E.S., "Longtime Effects of Training College 
Students How to Study." School � Society, 1935, 42, pp. 685-688. 
1�cDonald , A.S., "Influence of a College Reading Improvement Program 
to S cholastic Success in College." Journal of Educational Psychology, 
1957, !§_, PP• 171-181. 
16wittenborn, J.P., "Classes in Remedial and Study Habits," Journal 
2.f Educational Research , 1944, 2J.., pp. 571-586. 
• 
Students who attended the classes showed a tendency to im-
prove scholastic status. A review of the records of those 
who did not participate in comparison with those who did 
participate showed that those who did participate had 
better records than those who did not participate in the 
program. 
10 
These findings by Wittenborn as quoted above, correlated quite closely 
with Blake's findings. 
Smith17 and Wood showed the role that motivation played irt school , 
i 
achievement. A control group was established who wanted to take the 
how-to-study course, but was unable to schedule the course. The lx-
perimental group wanted the course and was allowed to register for it. 
A second control group was composed of a sample of the freshman class. 
i 
The results of the findings showed -that the trained group had a h}gher 
grade.point average than either the motivated control or the represent-
ative sample control group. It can be stated that motivation was not 
the only necessary variable to bring about improvement, but the actual 
·taking of the how-to-study course. 
18 Research by Paul C. Berg tended to agree with the work done by mith 
and Wood. Berg noted: 
In summary it has been pointed out that students who are 
motivated to improve and voluntarily enroll in study skills 
courses raise their grade point ratios and students who are 
I 
I 
17smith, D . E.P. and Wood, R.L., "Reading Improvement and College .Grades: 
A Follow-up. •i Journal 2.£ Educational Psychology, 1955, 46, PP• 151-159. 
I 
18Berg, Paul c. and Rental, Victor M., "Improving Study� Skills." 
Journal 2.f. Reading, 1966, 9, PP• 343-346. 
/ 
• 
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similarly motivated, but do not enroll do not make the 
same gains . 
In many cases the only skill which was developed was the skill of 
reading . Kilby19, Kingston20, McGinnis21, and Shaw22 all reported that 
there was improvement in overall performance by those students wbo took 
the reading skill course. 
Only one sourc� was found in this writer ' s probe for previous research 
which reported that negative results were achieved as a result of the 
use o f  how-to-study courses. Christantiello23 and Cribbins reported 
finding one college that tried the study improvement found no favorable 
results and that the course was ineffective. Perhaps negative results 
were not reported as oft.en as those experiments which bore out the re-
search hypothesis. 
19Kilby, R.W., "The Relation of A Remedial Reading Program to Scholastic 
Success in College." Journal .2.f Edu cational Psychology:, 1945, 36, 
PP• 513-534. 
2°Kingston, A.J. and George, C.E., "The Effectiveness of Reading Train­
ing at the College Level." Journal .2.f Educational Research, 1955, .!.!!!• 
PP• 467-471. 
23NcGinnis, D., "Corrective Reading : A Means of Increasing Scholastic 
Attainment at the College Level." Journal of Educational Psychology, 
1951, �' PP• 166-173. 
-
22Shaw, J.G., "An Evaluation of a Study-Skills Course. " Personnel 
Guidance Journal, 1955, 33, PP• 465-468 . 
23christaritiello, P. D .  and Cribbin, J.J., "S tudy S kills Problem." 
Journal� Higher Education, 1956, ?]_, PP• 35-38. 
• 
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Sharp24 and Robinson25 brought out that successful how-to-study courses 
varied in length of time which was used to instruct them. They found 
in their investigations that courses varied from seven hours in length 
to several semesters long. 
Most of the research dealt with; had been done pri�arily at the college 
level. A report of the limited research found, conducted at the 
elementary-junior high level follows. 
Howe1126 rep<>rted students taking the how-to-study skills course were 
usually above the grade norm for the Iowa Every-Pupil Test of Basic 
Skills, and that a larger gain was made in the slow group than the fast 
group. 
Howe1127 in a later experiment came up with the following conclusions: 
The total picture favored the experimental boys over the con-
trol boys (those not in the program) by .9 of a ye�r, whereas 
. 
the experimental girls surpassed those of the control girls 
by .8 of a year. Greatest gr.owth occurred in the use of 
reference materials. 
24sharn, S.L., "Effective Study Methods." Journal .2.f. Higher Education, 
1943, 14, PP• 217-272. 
25Robinson, H.A. , "A Note on the £valuation of College Remedial Read­
ing Courses," Journal of Educational Psychology, 19't-5, 16, PP• 201-206. 
26Howell, Wallace J., "Work-Study Skills of Children in Grades IV to 
VIII," Elementary School Journal, 1950, 50, PP• 384-389. 
27Howell, W.J., "Concept Formation of Work-Study by use of Autobio­
graphies in Grade 4." Journal of Educational Psychology, 1953, 44, 
PP• 257-265. 
13 
Ruth Strang2
8 
in an experiment with subjects.from the fifth grade to 
those in the sophomore.status in college concluded that how-to-study· 
programs benefited those students who took them. As a result of her 
'research she concluded that study skills courses usually brought about 
improvement in the students who took these courses. 
Many of the research experiments reported in the review of literature 
. . 29 lacked what Campbell and Stanley referred to as both internal and 
external validity. Some experiments did not have control groups or 
adequate control groups. Many of the experiments did not have random 
sampling of the subjects. It would thus be impossible to take some of 
these results and generalize to an entire. population. 
II. LITERATURE ON THE CONTENTS OF STUDY-SKILLS COURSES 
The consideration of content for how-to-study courses is important, 
before implementation of such courses into the school curriculum. In 
researching different recommended how-to-study courses the following 
skills were noted as essential for the development of good study habits: 
self evaluation, self discipline, study schedule, improvement of read-
ing ability , improving the memory, increasing ability to concentrate, 
and taking notes. 
28strang, Ruth,. "An Introspective Approach to Study Problems." 
Journal 2!. Educational Research, 1957, 51, pp. 271-278. 
29Ibid, PP• 1-7· 
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The study-skills contents presented in this section were not calibrated 
to any particular level of education in that concepts can be taught 
at any level of education, so long as the teaching methods are brought 
down to the level of the group that is being inst�cted in the course. 
This portion of the study includes most of the concepts or ideas pre-
sented in the SRA how-to-study skills course used at Oblong Ju�ior 
High School. 
The order of this section will be as follows: 
1. Self evaluation and sel f d. .f 1. iscip ine • 
2. . � Scheduling. 
.j. 
3. Study setting. 
4 
4. Concentration. 
5. Reading. / 
6. Listening. / 
7. Note-taking. / 
8. Improving memory. 
9. Underlining. / 
10. Examinations. / 
SELF EVALUATION AND SELF DISCIPLINE 
----- -
Before a study skills improvement course is taken it is important that 
a self evaluation of present study skills be made. The instructo of 
the course could help out by administering a study-habits invento 
• 
15 
Wren30 incorporated a study-habit inventory which was a weighted check-
list of specific habits and attitudes which bore an important relation-
ship to scholastic success. This inventory was projected for college 
students but could be brought to the level of the elementary-junior high 
by changing the terminology utilized. 
Once it has been decided to take advantage o f  the study skills_ co�rse, 
it is important to develop the self discipline which is necessary to 
make use of the course. Initally the course will result in more time 
being spent in study. However, in the long run it will save time and 
bring about better grades. 
The student no longer has to be told to go and study. Once he has 
established a schedule he should of his own will go to his study station 
and begin working. 
For students having difficulty getting started, Burgess V. Warren 
recommended the following in getting·the parents involved with the study 
skills development of the students. 'l'h� parents could (1) set up a I 
starting time and set an alarm clock to ring at that time, (2) help 
prepare the study area with textbooks, pencils, paper, reference books, 
etc., (3) make sure the room is not overheated, ( 4) eliminate as many 
distracting things as possible, (5)  quiz him on his study assignments -
this will encourage him to study harder; it will also determine if he 
30wren, Charles G., Practical Study Aids, S�anford University: 
Stanford University Press, 1939, pp.--i=4'. 
• 
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really learned the subject matter, (6) determine if the child under-
stands the terms used - a child may not know what the assignment means, 
(?) sugges� that he set himself limits - if there is trouble concentrat-
, ing even though, conditions are favorable in the study room, time limits 
may help, (8) be prepared to reinforce good study habits - this could I 
be verbal reinforcement or reinforcement that allows certain privileges. 31 
. �.EVALUATION - � DISCIPLINE CONCEPTS � IDEAS 
It is importan t that self discipline is developed. Younger children may 
need the help of  the parents. Reinforcement for good study behavior 
will help this along. The ideal situation is one which the child till 
want to go and study without having to be told. The student should 
evaluate his study skills and attempt , with the aid of  the parents and 
teachers to put aside poor study behavior.  
SCHEDULING 
No two people work exactly alike. It is important that each student 
discovers when he works best and· de'velops a work schedule according to 
his results.
32 Research has shown that relatively short but frequent 
practice periods produce more learning than a comparable single pe iod . 
31warren, Virginia Burgess, Tested Ways� Help� Child Learn, 
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1961, pp. 232- 38. 
32orchard, Ely Norris, StudlSuccessfully, New York: McGraw-Hill 
Book Co . , Inc., 1953 ,  PP• l 17. 
It is important that a schedule be followed once it has been set up. 
Study can be effective without a person being really "up" for it. A 
17 
good habit of regular study will be formed by following the schedule. 
Since all schedules usually need to be adjusted, adjustments should be 
made as needed, while attempting to maintain the original schedule as 
closely as possible.33 
SCHEDULING CONCEPT OR IDEA 
--
To help develop self discipline, a schedule is recommended. Students 
in the course should be required to make up a schedule and then make 
.revisions to it. Regularity is of importance in developing good study 
habits and skills. The schedule provides for this. 
STUDY SEI'TING 
Much time can be wasted and little studying accomplished unless the 
proper conditions are av�ilable. Lack of concentration is the worst 
offender of �he student who is trying to study. As a result, success-
ful studying is best accomplished in a place free from distractions. 
The area should include all of the necessary tools to accomplish a. 
study task. A straight back chair and desk with good lighting are 
essential. The desk should face a blank wall.34 If at all possible, 
3�eenes , Max, Studying� Learning, New York: Random House, Inc. ,  
1954, p .  ·12. 
34orchard, op. cit . ,  pp. 20-21. 
18 
only studying should be accomplished at this station , so that the 
· station may become a stimulus in order to arouse the response o f  study­
ing. 35 It is also recommended that studying be done alone. Studying 
with others should be limited to listening and reciting of lessons in 
order to correct the other person. Group study is most effective as 
a late phase of preparation for an examination. All in all, inde-
pendent study is best , but studying with others may be useful i f  
properly implemented.3
6 
If  there is  difficulty in finding a suitable place for studying alone ,  
the most quiet spot in the home should b e  used. Most homes would 
probably be happy to make efforts to provide a healthy atmosphere for 
study should the problem be  presented to the parents.  I f  this cannot 
be achieved, then a visit to the library , studying after school ,  or 
studying in the home of a friend may be implemented. 
STUDY SEil'TING CONCEPT AND IDEAS 
The setting must be conducive to studying. Arrangements should be 
made to acquire such a setting. Concentration if of the utmost 
importance. 
3�eenes, .2.E• .ill.•, P• 13. 
36Ibid., PP• 14-15. 
19 
CONCENTRATION 
� Wren37 defined concentration as the "ability to direct and control 
attention ." People find no problem in concentrating on something they 
enjoy doing. An example o f  this is going to a good movie or a good 
basketball game •.  Concentration is ahabit that must be developed. 
Inability to concentrate may be due to the fact that proper habits 
were never formed or that other problems were interfering with the 
attention to certain facts. Little things such as having to make a 
phone call may distract the train o f  thought and break concentration.  
If  this happens in  the midst of study , jot down the task , idea, or  
problem on a piece of paper and attend to it later. Develop good work-
ing habits and try not to let petty annoyances interfere with con-
ce.ntration .  Make sure that a goal is set and be determined to complete 
it . Begin working immediately.  Don�t wait and fool around until 
concentration is  completely lost. 
If  di fficuity in concentration persists , some of the following tech-
niques can be used. Make a check mark each time the mind wanders; try: 
and reduce this number. Use the stop-and�ask system.  That is , read a 
di\'ision , topic or  subtopic and then stop and question what was just read. 
If an adequate answer cannot be given , the material should be read a 
second time or until such time that mind wandering no longer exists. 38 
3?wren, .2£• ill·, P• 19. 
�rown, H�ward E., � � ..:!:h!, �ay � Study, Chicago : .  J. B. Lippincott 
Co., 1955, PP• 19-21. 
/ 
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CONCENTRATION CONCEPTS � IDEAS 
The greatest loss o f  time in studying is the lack of concentration. 
Techniques should be devised to try to keep the mind from wandering. 
READING 
It is  important for a student to know when and how to vary his �ead�ng 
rate.  S everal factors determine reading rate .  First is the difficulty 
of  the material . This may range from a light novel to the technical 
nature o f  science books . S econd is familiarity o f  the vocabulary o f  
the material. Reading for pleasure may be done more quickly than read-
ing for research. Reading a textbook is much slower than reading the 
newspaper. 
Speeds used in reading were reported by Wren39 as falling into four 
main categorie�. These four categories were : 
A. Skimming is the most rapid way o f  reading and is used: 
1. To determine whether a book has certain 
information. 
2. To find the author ' s  method or organization . 
3. To get a general survey of the book and 
determine its usefulness to the individual. 
39 .· Wren, .21?• .£!.!•, PP• 9-10. 
• 
B. Rapid reading is speed without skipping, and is used: 
1. To get principal points. 
2. To read familiar material with the purpose o f  
picking up new ideas or to refresh the memory. 
3. To find the answer to a specific problem.  This 
rate is most appropriate for reading fiction 
and light non-fiction. 
C. Normal or average reading represents a slowing down for 
thoroughness, and is used: 
1. To get a fairly complete understanding o f  
the material read. 
2. To make an outline. 
3. To summarize. 
4. To collect information for a theme report • 
. 
D. Heavy reading calls for the slowest rate, and is used: 
1. To evaluate or criticize. 
2. To read very difficult or unfamiliar material. 
3. To discover a method of solving a problem. 
21 
40 Meenes brought out that most students read too slowly. They carried 
with them some o f  the bad habits which they acquired while they were in 
elementary school. They had not acquired skillful reading habits and 
�eenes, �· �·, PP• 28-29. 
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-most people read at a slower speed than they were capable. 
Robbins 41 provided the following suggestions to increase reading speed: 
Make fewer1 fixations and have a longer eye span, improve vocabulary, 
practice to break down old and bad reading habits, and active thought 
during reading. 
'Wren42 and Larsen had the following comments: Eliminate word pz:-o-
nunciation and lip movement; read for ideas, not tor words; try to get 
the main thought of each paragraph; look fo r something definite; reduce 
re-reading to a minimum; try to read more rapidly; time reading on• 
various types of material. 
Smith43, Shores and Brittain brought out some of the physical reasons 
for poor reading and the elimination of those reasons helped to improve 
reading. Bad posture, poor lighting, and/or other environmental d� 
I 
ficiencies were some examples. Defective vision might also be the cause. 
44 Coleman and Libaw through experiments found that there was rapid for-
getting after reading. In order to avoid this and get more out of the 
reading and in the preparation for examination, they recommended the 
use of the SQ3R method. The "S" stands for survey. It is recommended 
4�obbins, Philip A., How To Make Better Grades, New York: Grosse & 
Dunlap Inc. , 1961, pp.�-bS.� 
42 Wren, ,£E• .ill•, PP• 10-11. 
43Smith, Samuel, et. al. , � Methods .2! Study, New York: 
Noble, Inc., 19�p.�. 
Barnes & 
44 Coleman, James c. et al. , Successful Study, Chicago: 
& Co. , 1960, PP• 52-54.-
Scott Fore�man 
I 
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that the student glance over the headings in the chapter. This need 
not take more than a few minutes and will bring out the major ideas of 
the chapter . Also , i t  will help to organize ideas while reading. 
The "Q" stands for question .  Turn the first heading into a question .  
This should arouse curiosity an d  increase comprehension . I f  information 
is already known about the subj ect ; it will bring it to mind. In 
.. 
addition , the question will make important points stand out while ex-
planatory details ·are recognized as such . 
The three ''R ' s" stand for read , recite, and review. Answers to the 
questions that have been formed should be located and read . After ' a  
section o f  the book has been read , close the book and try to briefly 
recite what has just been read. I f this canno t be accomplished , review 
or re-read the material over quickly , repeating the process until the 
material is fairly well mastered. For review, Coleman and Libaw 
re,commended when the lesson had been read , the student was to review 
at times to . check the memory. This could be done by reviewing the notes 
taken on the readings . 
READING CONCEPT OR IDEAS 
Most people read at a rate which can be improved. Speed of reading can 
be categorized into classes. The SQ3R method can be used to improve 
comprehension . Teach students how to use di fferent types o f  reading 
and attempt the elimination of physical deterrents to good reading. 
24 
LISTENING 
Listening may be divided int o two categories, active and passive. It 
i s  important to b e  prepare� to actively listen when seated in the class -
room. 
.. 45 M eenes stated , ' 'To benefit from a learning situation , you must 
adopt a set plan to learn . Y ou are then attentive rather than passive. 
While the teacher lectures. you listen closely avoiding daydreams. " 
46 Coleman and Libaw brought out that the mind was able to think much 
faster than the average speaking rate of 100-125 words per minute. This 
gives the mind ample time to roam . Thoughts naturally stray to what is 
most interesting. The mind can be trained to use this advantage. As 
a result, the listener would get much more out of a lecture than i f  
he just let his mind wander. When a student understands what his in-
structor is saying and is keeping up with him, his mind may tend to 
wander. The student should try to foresee t he instructor ' s  arguments , 
to guess the conclusions he is trying �o reach. 
Wren
47 brought out a list · o f  signal words a reader should be on the 
alert for when he is reading. This writer believes that these should 
be utilized in listening as they will signal important points that may 
be coming up . A signal that another fact is coming are words like next , 
further, besides, moreover, but, also , in·�·addition, yet , on the other 
4
�eenes, .21?.• ill• ,  pp . 25-26. 
46 Coleman, .21?,• ill• ,  PP• 9-10. 
47 Wren, 2.£• ill• ,  P• 13. 
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hand , another and finally. S ignal words for ano ther time are then , soon, 
meanwhile , ' later , at last, and finally. 
i 
! 
Sign�l words for another place are there, here , above, beneath , on the 
other side , and yonder.  Signal words for a specific cas e  are for example, 
especially , and in particular, therefore , consequently, and for this 
reason are signal words in forming a conclusion . The latter are. kndwn as 
half signals. Full signals are words like " first" and "second. " These 
reveal directly the speaker ' s  points. 
· Ehrlich� - stressed that the listener should prepare himself before �he 
lecture. He should read the textbook assignment before going to c�ass 
and not afterward. He Should read over the notes he has made on the 
readings before the lecture. He should read his notes on the previous 
lecture before he comes to class. By accomplishing these three po�nts ,  
i 
the student will be better prep�red to listen to the lecture and take 
adequate notes. It will enable the. listener to ant icipate some of the 
important comments which the lectur�r will be making and he will be 
able to tie in what he already knows with what is being presented. 
LISTENING CONCEPTS .Q!! IDEAS 
Listening is an active activity. ·· Because the mind moves faster th the 
average speaker , a constant effort must be  made by the listener ·to avoid 
48Ehrli�h ,  Eugene H. , ,!!2:! .12, S tu� Better and Get Higher Grades , N w 
York : Thomas Y. Crowell Co . ,  19 1 , PP• 5g::'59. 
· 
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having his mind wander. Preparation before the lecture is recommended .  
Trying to get ahead of the speaker and anticipating what h e  i s  t o  say is 
also recommended. Teach students to be aware of the wandering of the 
mind. 49 
NOTE TAKING 
Wren.50 and Larsen recommended that the student should make his notes 
brief and get the important thoughts of the speaker . The only things 
which should be taken down in full are references , definitions, formulas , 
direct quotations, and specific facts . Try to arrange notes so the re-
lationship between two items shows up . The most recommended method is 
to take notes in outline form . 
This can be done by accomplishing the following : 
1. Put statements of headlines or main topics at the extreme 
left o f  the paper, next to the margin . 
2 .  Indent every statement which is subordinate to the 
preceding one. 
3. Put co-ordinate or equal statements on the same line 
of indent ion. 
4. K eep the beginning of all lines belonging to co-ordinate 
statements even with the same line o f  indentation . 
5. Employ, in addition to indentation , a uni form labeling 
system such as: I, A, l, or a. 
49From M ethods 2.f S tudy by C .  C .  Craw ford. 
50wren, �· ill· ,  pp. 21-22 . 
/ 
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Do not try to stop to recover a po int that has been missed .  Check later 
with the instructor or with a fellow student . Use cues to spot impqrtant 
points. Some of these points are :  title and introductory remarks ; 
repetition o f  the main points ; summaries ; key words ; voice inflection ; 
pauses ; changes in the speaking voice ; use o f  transitional words such as 
"besides , "  "therefore , "  and ' 'but . "  As soon as possible , rework notes.  
This should be continued until skill in  notetaking is such that rewQrking 
is. not necessary. Keep notes for each subject together. 
Meenes51 stated that it was di fficult to say what method o f  note-taking 
is best . Some recommend outline form and others running notes. If a 
student is no,t satisfied with his not es , Meenes recommended that he check � . - -- - - . . . . . . , 
his notes with someone who is successful in taking notes. If notes are 
too bulky , an outline o f  the notes is in order. 
The recommendations stated above are for lecture notes. The taking o f  
reading notes i s  also important . Smith52 and Wren53 both recommended 
that reading notes be _  in the student ' s  own words and not in the words o f  
' 
the author.  I f  the student cannot 'express the content in his own words , 
then he doesn ' t  understand the material . well enough . The student is 
caut ioned not to over-outline . Very long , detailed outlines will be 
more o f  a hindrance than an aid. A uni form method o f  organization is 
51Neenes 9 .2£• ill•, P• 27. 
52s " th 
.' • t 21 24 mi , .21?.• .£!._•,, PP• - • 
53wren , .21?.• ill•, pp. 23-24 . 
• .  
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-
,. · stressed. Orchard
.54 stressed the importance of extracting the c entral 
thought of each paragraph. 
NOTE-TAKING CONCEPT OR IDEAS - --- ----
This is one skill which requires plenty of practice to acquire. Caution 
is advised in taking too many notes from both lectures and readings. 
Teach di fferent methods o f  taking notes and outlining in books . Students 
should seek important po ints and listen for words which give clues to 
important portions o f  the lecture or the readings . 
IMPROVING MEMORY 
Meenes55 made the following comments in · re ference to memory : 
Every thing you have learned undergoes change with time. �e 
ability to r.ecall or to use your reading tends to diminish or 
to su ffer distortion. How can this be prevented or offset? 
The first requisite for good retention is thorough learning. 
What is well learned is well retained. It is also true that 
the bett er the method used in learning, the better the re-
tention. Thus , spaced learning is better retained than 
what is acquired through massed practice. What is learned 
with understanding su ffers less from forgetting than what 
i s  learned by repetition alone. 
1 - 54orchard , 2.l?.• ill• , p .  46. 
55tfeenes , 2.J?.• cit. , PP• 53-54. 
/ 
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Using your learning keeps it from being forgotten. Each 
t ime you use it you strengthen i t .  I f  you allow i t  to 
fall into disuse , it will deteriorate. You will stop 
using your learning when you lose interest in i t .  What 
you have no further need for ,  you tend to forget.  
Some forget ting is the result o f  int erferenc e  from other 
learning. - When the same cue is connected with two dif­
ferent memories , there will b e  interference until one 
gains dominanc e  by practice.  For that reason , inter- · 
f erence t ends to diminish as the new learning becomes 
more firmly established. When both responses to the same 
cue are o f  equal strength , int er ference is a problem un­
til one gains by repet ition at the expense of the other. 
29 
Meenes5
6 
also stated that forgetting was never complete . Relearning 
something takes less time than originally requ ired. The loss is usually 
recovered with practic e .  Meenes. s�ated that it is better to allow for­
getting than to try to prevent it . The mind is able to store large 
amounts o f  materials and the mind does not b ecome overburdened. I t  is 
also well to check recall o f  subj ect matt er before plac ing complet e con­
fidence in memory . Memory may undergo distortion and thus distort the 
material to be recalled. The b est way to restore lost memory is to 
relearn . 
5�eenes , ..2!.• ill.• ,  P •  54. 
• 
Wren57 and,"Larsen recommended nine points in helping to improve memory. 
These points were as follows : 
1. Be sure to have an accurate understanding o f  the material 
you wish to remember. 
2 .  Learn with the intention o f  remembering. Experiments 
have shown that whenever there was no intention to re-
member , very little progress was made despite many 
readings. 
3. Use a logical form o f  organization. Before the student 
begins to memorize , he should assemble the materials in 
some logical order . 
4. S elect or create key words to represent the facts to 
be remembered. 
5. Try to see mental pictures of whatever you read. 
6. Memorize by using the method most appropriate for the 
material to be memorized. 
a. Memorize word for word those materials which 
are more effectively learned in that way. 
Formulas , dates , laws ,  etc . , are this type ; 
however , even much o f  thi s  material can be 
organized. Be sure to understand the material 
even though you memorize it by rote.  
57 Wren , .2£• ill• • PP• 16-17. 
• 
b .  Memorize poems , plays , speeches o r  similar 
materials by repeat ing the whole selection 
from beginning to end unt il the general 
patt ern b ecomes familiar , after which you 
should work on the di fficult parts .  I f  the 
selection is very long , you should divide it 
into logical units and memorize each of the 
units. 
7. Use short practice periods. Spend ten minute periods i .  
instead o f ·  half hour periods. Take pauses a fter in-
t ensive memorizing ,  but do not. take up a new mental 
activity . Use several sessions to memorize rather 
than on� session . Materials will be learned better if 
there are int ervals between r�petit ions. 
8 .  Trust your memory .  
9. Recite t o  yourself whatever you have learned. Experi-
. 
ments show that the best t ime to recite or recall 
materials is immediately after reading i t .  In one 
study students remembered as much after an interval of 
c 
63 days with the aid o f  prompt rec iting as they did 
after one day without such reciting. 
MEMORIZING CONCEPTS OR IDEAS 
I 
The b est method to improve memory or retain somthing learned is to use 
what has been learned. Practice is the key word in this section . 
/ 
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Wren and Meenes-- are fairly well in agreement about learning one thing 
at a time and the use of short practice periods. Teach students that 
if they are to retain something they must use it . 
UNDERLINING 
The- main purpose for underlining is brought out by Smith5
8 
and Brittain. 
They indicated the following :  
1. To des�gnate weak spots in mastery of sub ject matter . 
2. To distinguish fac ts from opinions , and truths 
from error. 
3. To indicate important problems , facts and ideas to 
be considered and remembered. 
4. To make a word , sentence ,  paragraph , idea , or argu-
ment ea�y to locate .  
5. To point out selected passages ,  words , or fact s  that 
will be needed for special uses such as to clinch an 
argument or to apply knowledge to pract ical use • 
. 
Meenes59 brought out that underlining helped the student to keep alert 
and made it easier for him to locate sign i ficant material in the book at 
a later date. 
The student should keep in mind that he should underline only in a book 
that he owns. Too much underlining would defeat the purpose set out to 
5BSmith, �· ill• , P• 16. 
59Meenes , �· ill• ,  p .  28. 
• 
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accomplish. A red pencil is recommended. Once the student has mastered 
the area , he may go over the red with a black pencil. Key facts and· 
stat ements that are not understood should be underlined. Place a large 
question mark in the margin of the area that is not understood. Passages 
which are to be reviewed should also be underlined. Special passages 
should be underlined also . In the case o f  spec ial passages a diffe�ent 
color or double lines should be used. Little no tes in the margin often 
6o prove useful. 
Meenes
61 indicated that underlining may not be enough . In that case the 
student should then outline the chapter or material he is working with . 
UNDERLINING CONCEPTS OR IDEAS 
Students should not be afraid to mark up their own books by underlining. 
Too much underlining is as bad as too little or no underlining. Teach 
students how to e ffectively underline in the books which they own. 
Underlining is an excellent way to get quick review o f  mat erials al-
ready covered. 
PREPARING FOR AND TAKING EXAMINATIONS 
. 62 Meenes indicated that direct preparation for a t est is undertaken with 
a different mental set . Try to ant i cipate the type o f  questions and the 
60smith , .2.E.• £.!!. ,  PP• 17-20. 
6�eenes , .2.E.• .£!.i• , P• 28. 
62 . Ibid , P• 32 .  
· -
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kind o f  answers that the questions require. Then , examine the materials 
and learn what is needed for the t est to the degree that insures ade�uate 
recall at the t ime o f  the examination. 
! 
The following steps should be followed according to Meenes : 
c 
1. Look through your material and bring together all that 
belongs to a single topic . 
2.  Make an exclusive list o f  topics and itemize every item 
of·  information or idea that is relevant . 
3. S tudy topic by topic . Your topical organization will 
giv� you your answers to essay questions and will also 
provide information for short answer questions. 
This method will help in preparation for any type o f  test i f  supple-
mented by self-t�st ing with the type of question that will make up 1 the . 
I 
examination . Meenes recommended learning the material rather than : to be 
excessively concerned over the type of quest ions and the kind of answers 
that the quest ions require . The construct ion o f  a special outline con-
. 
taining cue words and phrases as · aids to memory can help as a review 
tool shortly before taking the test and thus help keep memory alive . 
Wren
63 indicated that the best method for preparing to take examin t ions 
and the actual taking of examinat ions was simply ad.equate preparat · on 
for the examinations. This was the most important suggestion for 
coming j itters.  Wren believed in systematic preparat ion for exami 
63wren , op . c it . , p. 24. 
He 
/ 
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gave the following t en hints : 
1.  Begin the day after a test to prepare for the next test . 
2 .  Arrange for a schedule for review. 
3. Review by making a list o f  important laws , principles , 
theories , experiments ,  or ideas. 
4. Make a condensed summary or outline of material 
reviewed. 
5. Cramming , as a concentrated review of material previous-
ly learned is beneficial. Cramming as a last minute 
effort to learn for the first time is harmful, because 
it results in a confused mass of undigested material. 
(Meenes
64 
strongly agrees with this. ) 
6. Predict ·questions which you would ask if you were the 
instructor and then be sure you know the correct answer. 
7. Find out from the instructor the kind of  test that will 
b e  given and material to be covered. Some instructors 
make available examinations from previous years. 
8.  Know the difference between essay and objective examin-
at ions. Realize that essay test s ,  which require the 
ability to recall , necessitate a study emphasis which 
is di fferent from that necessary for object ive test s ,  
which require the ability t o  recognize. 
64M " b . d  9 eenes , .,!_!_t P• • 
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9.  R eview selectively. Give spec ial attention to phases o f  
the subj ect in which you are weak. 
10. Analyze previous examinations in order to determine 
your weaknesses. 
Wren
65 had recom�endations on learning how to write for obj e c t ive examin-
ations. He listed seven points to be remembered : 
1. Read the direct ions twic e  and underline all significant 
words in the direct ions. 
2 .  Find out i f  you will b e  penalized for wrong answers or 
whether only the correct answers will be counted. I f  
there is n o  penalty for wrong answers , guess ; however , 
i f  there is a penalty , answer only if you are reason-
ably . sure . 
3. Answer the quest ions as you read them , exc ept that you 
should omit all difficult and debatable questions and 
come back to them later . 
4. Try recalling a forgotten fac t by some relat ionship .  
I f  you cannot recall it , drop i t  an d  come back to 
it later. 
5. Underline words such as only , always not usually , in the 
test questions before you answer them . Note that 
true- false questions including such words as most , 
generally , and may do allow for exceptions. 
65 Wren , .21?.• ..£!.l• t P• 25. 
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6. Try changing the wording o r  a di fficult true- false 
statement so that you are able to understand it 
I . 
better. An ob jective test measures not only know-
ledge , ·  but also carefulness in reading. 
7. Upon finishing your paper , re-read it as a check 
against carelessness ; whenever you are in doubt , rely . .  
upon your first answer. 
Recommendations in the actual writ ing of essay . examinat ions were : 
l. Read all the questions through first unless there is 
a large number of questions , each requiring a short 
answer , or unless they are being written on the chalk-
board. Spend five minutes or more making a very sketchy 
outline · o f the answers jotting down key words or phrases . 
0 2. Make up your mind quickly on opt ional quest ions .  Don ' t  
waste time worrying about your decisions. 
3. Answer first the question that you are c ertain you know ,  
leaving plenty o f  space for answers t o  omitted quest ions . 
A fter each answer , leave enough space for additional 
thoughts which you may wish to add during the course o f  
the examinat ion . 
4. Concentrate upon one question at a time . Once you have 
selected the question with which you want to deal , let 
it be your sole concern for the t ime being. 
- .,... .. - .. � 
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5. Be sure you know exactly what is wanted before you 
b egin to write. Distribute your t ime proportionately 
among the questions. 
6. Think more and write less. Instructors are usually 
impressed by brevity , conciseness , and accuracy • 
. 7. I f'  you do not know the answer to a quest ion , try to 
reason it out . I f  you cannot reason it  out , do not 
waste time giving an erroneous or absurd answer. 
8. B egin your answer to each quest ion with one o r  more 
summary sentences• You may ampli fy these as much as 
t ime permits. 
9. Be familiar with what is required by directions such 
as ' outline ' ,  ' name ' , ' describe ' ,  ' illustrate ' ,  
' explain ' 9 and ' de fine ' • Not e  the following : 
a. ' N$111e the kinds • • •  out line • • •  enumerate ' • 
This type o f  question tests your ab ility 
to remember connected facts , ideas , and 
principles. Name the items wanted , but 
do not explain them u�less you are in­
structed to do so . 
b .  ' De fine • • •  describe • • •  explain ' . In de-
fining , name the general c lass to which the 
item belongs , and then indicate how it differs 
;-_, ' ... 
• 
from the other items o f  the same class. In 
describing or explaining , go into more detail ; 
try presenting the thing from several points 
or view. 
c . ' Compare ' • • •  
Take the two things named and show in what ways 
they are alike , and in what ways they di ffer. 
d. ' Discuss • • • • 
The answer to a discussion quest ion, above all 
others , needs to be carefully organized. Use 
the back or your examination booklet or sheet 
to jot down the organization or your answer. 
W�ite comments on the kinds , causes , quality , 
st eps , etc . , making your organizat ion clear by 
using numbers for each topi c .  Give illustra-
t ions to make the meaning clear . 
10. Pay no attention to your neighbor ;  he may be a poor 
student . 
11. Check your examinat ion paper to determine whether you left 
out answers to quest ions or part o f  questions , made state-
ments on your paper that you did not mean or which are not 
1 d th t f 11 d d . t . 66 c ear , an a you o owe irec ions . 
66wren , .21?• c i t . , PP• 25-27. 
• 
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Wren incorporated in his checklist above most o f  the recommendations 
made b;y Coleman67 and Libraw , Orchard68 , Robbins69 , Ehrlich70 , and 
Crow71 ; all ;agreed with the points that were brought out b;y Wren. · 
. . 
There was little disagreement in this area b;y the various authors. 
PREPARING FOR AND TAKING EXAMINATIONS : 
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CONCEPTS OR IDEAS 
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Being thoroughly prepared is the best method to face an examination and 
avoid the jitters. Students should know the types of  test and what 
kinds o f  preparation necessary for each. Keep on the alert for key 
words. Review. the test before it is handed in . 
SUMMARY OF LITERATURE REVIEWED 
---- - ----- --
It should be  pointj!d out that throughout this chapter , Review � I 
Literature , a s;ynopsis follows each topic discussed. It is titled first 
by the title of the topic under consideration , then followed by the 
heading Concept .2! Ideas . 
67 Coleman , 2.1?.• .ill· t 
68orchard , 2.1?.• .ill· , 
69R bb . . • t  o ins , 2.1?.. .£!..._. , 
70Ehrlich , 2.1?.• ill· ,  
PP• 
PP• 
PP • 
PP • 
19-22 . 
62-68. 
58-64.  
254-279 .  
71crow , Lester and Alice , .!!2! � Study, New York : Collier Book, 
1963 , PP• 140- 159 .  
• 
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To this writer , it is apparent that the literature reviewed contains no 
cognition skills not capable o f  being presented on a level attainable 
by an average seventh grade student . Most of the skills and concepts 
discussed in this chapter are o f  a progressive nature. The skills are 
those which grow with experience and maturity. Students o f  all ages 
could experience suc cess in some form on all items discussed in this. 
chapter. 
CHAPTER III 
DES IGN .Q! m STUDY 
The primary purpose of thi s . study was to det ermine the e ffec ts o f  the 
how- to-study course on academic achievement o f  student s  who had taken 
the · .  course • .  
Sub j ec t s : The subject sample consisted o f  sixty- seven seventh grade. 
students from Oblong Junior Iligh S choo l  at Oblong , Ill ino i s .  The study 
. �  . 
was conducted during the spring semester o f  1974 . All studen ts were 
randomly assigned at the b eginning o f  the school year to their respective 
class sec t ion . 7A was selected at random to b e  the experimental group. 
7B and 7C thus became the contro l group and .received no spec ial treat-
ment in �eg�rds to this  study . The experimental group contained twenty-
seven student s  o f  which six failed to complete materials needed for this 
'study . The control group contained some fifty-one students o f  which six 
were .dro�ped for failure to complete materials needed for this study. 
Failure to complete materials indi cates the student failed to complete 
either the pre-test , post- test , or both . 
For a list o f  students completing the study , see  Tables III and IV in 
Chapt er IV . 
Research HYpOthesis : The amount o f  increase between pre-test and post-
test scores will be greater for the experimental group receiving the 
study skills course , than the amount o f  increase displayed by the control 
group as measured by pre-test and post-"test scores on the S . R � A .  
Achieveqient Test .· 
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___ Null Hypothesis : There will be no significant difference in the increase 
of the scores shown by the experimental and the cqntrol group based on 
pre-test post-test results as measured by the S .R . A. Achievement Test . 
Independent Variable : The independent variable in this experiment was the 
treatment given the experimental group . This treatment was an intensive 
how-to- study skills course. 
Dependent Variable : The amount o f  "change" between pre-test and . post-
test scores for each group on the basis of  S .R . A. test scores as 
measured by the "t" test for comparing independent means. 
The S .R . A .  Achievement Test was chosen because it was the test utilized 
for the past five years at Oblong Junior High S chool. All of the skills 
which were taught to the experimental group were measured in this test . 
Procedures : The experimental group in this study received a prescribed 
i 
study skills course entitled Learn .!!2!! .'.!:2. S tudy published by Sciende 
Research Associates o f  Chicago , - Illinois .  The contents o f  the course 
included the areas o f : 
1. Why it is important to .study. 
2 .  How to set u p  good conditions for study. 
3. How to find information . 
4.  How to organize information. 
5. How to report information. 
The same instructor taught all areas. The actual content o f  each o these 
five areas was very similar to the skills areas reviewed in Chapter II o f  
i 
I 
I 
\ 
this paper. The� were as follows : 
1. How people learn to study . 
2 .  S tudy habits checklist . 
3. Making a schedule for study. 
4. Arranging a place for study. 
5. How to listen in class. 
6. Reading for facts .  
7. Using the dictionary. 
8 .  Using the library. 
9 .  Making an outline. 
10. Taking notes in class. 
11. Making a report . 
12 .  Preparing for a test . 
13. Taking a test . 
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The study skills course was designed for nine weeks , three days per week , 
forty-four minutes per day. ?A was selected as the experimental group by 
the flip o'f a coin . 7B and ?C , the remainder of the seventh grade class 
became the control group. 
7A spent three o f  their five weekly study-hall periods covering material 
in the study skills course , Learn � .'.!'.2. Study. 7B and 7C remained in 
their respe ctive study-halls on regular five days per week basis.  
The amount o f time for the treatment to take e ffec t was twelve weeks. The 
post-test was administered at that t ime to the ent ire seventh grade pop­
ulation . The experimental and the contro l group received both the pre-test 
and the post-test in one large group . The tests were administ ered by the 
• 
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same individual , the school guidance counselor. 
Experimental Design : The research design utilized for this experiment was 
the pre-test , post-test , control group design. (See Table II in Chapter IV . )  
R 0 x 0 
R 0 0 
Campbell and Stanley reported this design very strong in internal valid-
ity. They also reported this to be the most widely used o f  the true experi­
mental designs discussed in their book. 72 
, ,Statistical Procedures : The raw data used in analyzing the results o f  this 
experiment was the mean scores from the pre-test and post- test administered 
to both the experimental and control group. This data was the basis for 
determining the standard deviation o f  the mean between members of  the same 
group on both the . pre-test and the post-test . 
The applicat ion o f  a two-sample "t" test was utilized to measure the amount ; 
o f  change between the post-test pre- tes.t mean scores for the experimental 
and control group. This was a one tail test due to the nature o f  the re-
search hypothesis. In order for the treatment to show significant difference 
the "t" value would have to be at least 1 . 671 at the .05 leve1.
73 
. Further analysis could be applied to the results o f  this experiment such as : 
Did girls do better than boys? Did certain intelligence ranges score higher? 
For the present , this writer was only interested in seeing what effects this 
particular study skills course had on achievement as demonstrated on the 
S . R . A .  Achievement Test . 
72campb ell , 2.E.• ill• ,  P•  13 
73van Dalen , .2.E.• ill• , P• 381 
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CHAPTER IV 
PRF.SENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The purpose o f  this  experiment was to statist ically compare the achieve-
ment of two groups of Oblong Junior High students. The experimental group 
received an intensive nine week how-to-study course designed to improve 
academic achievement . The control group continued their normal scho,ol 
routine.  
The "t" test for differences between independent means was applied to 
s�atistically analyze the results o f  the application of the test to the 
two groups to determine if the results were significantly different� 
�e confidence level was set at the . 05 level. In order to show a I 
significant difference the "t" value wol.\ld have to be at least 1.671. 
Results .2f Statistical Analysis : The results o f  the "t" value at 
- . 67221 proved to · rej ect the research hypothesis .  Thus, the null 
hypothesis can be accepted. ( S ee Table V this chapter. ) 
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CHAPI'ER V 
SUMMARY Mm .... c .. oN .. c..,.L.,.u_s ... ro .... N ... s
For years , teachers at various levels o f  education have indicated that 
students come to those levels unable to read or "study''. effectively. As 
a result there has been an increased tendency at the eollege level to 
o ff er courses designed to improve study techniques .  
Th e  notion that improved academic · study habits , leading in  turn to  in-
creased academic effectiveness , is educationally sound . There has been 
evidence , at the college level , ·  that students who undergo study skills 
courses �ave better academic achievement than those who do not . 
' I f  the results could be applied , why wait until college to instruct 
students in study techniques? Why not o ff er study skills courses prior 
to the senior high ievel? 
Major Findings : The "t"  test statistics showed the difference· between 
the means o f  the experimental and control groups not to be significant at 
the .05 level. The research hypothesis was rej ected and the null hypoth-
esis accepted. 
Conclusions : Generalizations of  results · from a particular group o f  
students having taken a course to an ent ire student population a t  other 
institutions may be very risky. There are so many variables that Oblong 
students may not be very representative o f  other student populatiuns.  
As a result , these conclusions were drawn with a bit o f  caution. 
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From the findings at this po int , this writer concludes the following : 
1 .  The Oblong Community Unit S chool District does not 
have the necessary justification to implement this 
particular study skills course into it ' s  seventh 
grade curriculum. 
2.  Oblong Junior High students did  not achieve better 
academically as a result of having taken this 
particular study skills course , as reflected by 
the S .R .A . test scores. 
3. The results of this limited study , using this 
� particular study skills course ,  indicated that 
previoµs results at the college level could not 
be applied to Oblong Junior High students .  
Recommendations : The results o f  this study cannot be termed as con­
!clusive. This was a limited study intended merely to "open the door" 
to future study on the effects of study skills courses at the elementary 
�chool level.  Consequently , this . writer would like to make the following 
recommendations : 
I 
1. Another study be made at a lower grade level , and 
one at the senior high level involving a greater 
number o f  students.  
2 .  A follow-up study should be  done on  the academic 
achievement o f  those students involved in the 
Oblong seventh grade experiment . 
• 
_ _  3. An immediat e follow-up study should be made at the 
close o f  this semester. The study should compare 
the marks received by individual students in each 
I 
s1,1.b j ect o f  study . It is possible that a signi ficant 
level o f  increase might be no"ted in better grades 
earned by students in either the experimental or 
the control group. 
4.  A further statistical analysis o f  this study should be . 
made with considerat ion given to other _ variables , such 
as : Did one sex achieve better than the other? Did 
certain intelligence ranges s core higher than others? 
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